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Abstract
Satellite data have revealed that the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets are changing rap-
idly due to warming air and ocean temperatures. Crucially, Earth Observations can now 
be used to measure ice sheet mass balance at the continental scale, which can help reduce 
uncertainties in the ice sheets’ past, present, and future contributions to global mean sea 
level. The launch of satellite missions dedicated to the polar regions led to great progress 
towards a better assessment of the state of the ice sheets, which, in combination with 
ice sheet models, have furthered our understanding of the physical processes leading to 
changes in the ice sheets’ properties. There is now a three-decade-long satellite record of 
Antarctica and Greenland mass changes, and new satellite missions are planned to both 
continue this record and further develop our observational capabilities, which is critical as 
the ice sheets remain the most uncertain component of future sea-level rise. In this paper, 
we review the mechanisms leading to ice sheets’ mass changes and describe the state of 
the art of the satellite techniques used to monitor Greenland’s and Antarctica’s mass bal-
ance, providing an overview of the contributions of Earth Observations to our knowledge 
of these vast and remote regions.
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Article Highlights

• The Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets lose and gain mass through their interactions 
with the atmosphere and oceans

• There is now a three-decade-long record of ice sheet mass changes from satellite obser-
vations, showing that Greenland and Antarctica lost  7.6 trillion tonnes of ice between 
1992 and 2020

• The availability and abundance of satellite observations collected over the ice sheets 
supported new developments of ice sheet models; however, the ice sheets remain the 
most uncertain component of future sea-level rise

1 Introduction

1.1  The Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets

The Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets are today’s last remaining ice sheets since the Last 
Ice Age (around 12,000 years ago). Thus, they both store crucial information about the past 
climate and play an essential role in the current climate system. The polar ice sheets cover-
ing most of Greenland and Antarctica are part of the cryosphere—which encompasses all 
areas made of frozen water, including ice sheets, ice shelves, glaciers, sea ice, lake and 
river ice, permafrost, and snow. Among different elements of the cryosphere, ice sheets 
and glaciers directly influence global mean sea level by raising sea levels when they lose 
ice. While mountain glaciers contain less than 1% of the global ice volume (Farinotti et al. 
2019), the polar ice sheets cover vast areas and store about 68% of the Earth’s freshwater 
resources. The Greenland Ice Sheet covers an area of 1.7 million  km2 and stores a volume 
of 3.0 million  km3 of ice (Morlighem et al. 2017), while the Antarctic Ice Sheet covers an 
area 4 times larger (12.3 million  km2, excluding the ice shelves) and stores 26.5 million 
 km3 of frozen water (Fretwell et al. 2013). Combined, the two ice sheets hold enough fro-
zen water to raise global mean sea level by 65.3 m, with the Greenland Ice Sheet holding 
a potential sea-level rise of 7.42 m (Morlighem et al. 2017) and the Antarctic Ice Sheet an 
equivalent sea-level rise of 57.9 m (Morlighem et al. 2020).

The Antarctic Ice Sheet is centred on the South Pole and is surrounded by the Southern 
Ocean (Fig. 1a). It is divided into the West and East Antarctic Ice Sheets by the Transan-
tarctic Mountains. West Antarctica is the most vulnerable region of the continent as its 
bedrock is grounded well below sea level and is therefore at greater risk than other parts 
of the ice sheet. Indeed, the ice sheet bed in West Antarctica is deeper at its centre than at 
the grounding line, suggesting that West Antarctica is prone to marine ice sheet instabil-
ity (Mercer 1978; Schoof 2007). The instability hypothesis has been formulated for parts 
of the ice sheets where the grounding line—the boundary between the grounded ice and 
floating ice shelf—is located on an upward sloping bed. In that configuration, a retreat 
of the grounding line leads to an increase in ice discharge as the ice thickness increases 
inland and in turn entails a further retreat of the grounding line in a hysteretic behaviour. 
This unstable retreat goes on until a region with a downward sloping bed or a new pin-
ning point is reached. West Antarctica counts some of the world’s fastest glaciers, with the 
prominent examples of Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers located in the Amundsen Sea 
Embayment (Rignot 2008). The Antarctic Peninsula is the northernmost region of Ant-
arctica and is often distinguished from the rest of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet due to its 
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milder climate. The Antarctic Peninsula is a mountainous region extending over more than 
1300  km and has experienced the highest level of warming compared to the rest of the 
continent (Vaughan et  al. 2003). On the other side of the Transantarctic Mountains lies 
the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, covering about 85% of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Most of East 
Antarctica is grounded well above sea level and has not undergone dramatic changes over 
the past four decades, unlike what has been observed in West Antarctica (Gardner et al. 
2018). About 30 major ice streams drain the Antarctic Ice Sheet, transporting about 90% 
of ice and sediment from the interior to the margins of the ice sheet (Bamber et al. 2000). 
These ice streams are typically tens of kilometres wide, extend inland up to a thousand of 
kilometres, and flow at speeds of around 800 m  year−1 (Bennett 2003). Finally, the Antarc-
tic Ice Sheet is fringed by ice shelves—covering an area of 1.6 million  km2 (Fretwell et al. 
2013). Ice shelves are platforms of floating ice that are connected to the grounded ice sheet, 
which play an important role on the stability of the ice sheet by exerting back-stresses on 
the grounded ice (Dupont and Alley 2005).

In the Northern Hemisphere, the Greenland Ice Sheet is the largest ice-covered land and 
is about 1000 km wide and 2500 km long (Fig. 1b). Greenland is surrounded by the North 
Atlantic subpolar gyre, Baffin Bay, the Arctic Ocean, and the Greenland Sea. Greenland 
counts more than 200 major outlet glaciers. More than half of these glaciers are tidewater 
in direct contact with the ocean while the remainder are land-terminating glaciers or gla-
ciers ending in ice shelves (Moon et al. 2012) with the largest glaciers of the Greenland Ice 
Sheet—Helheim Gletsjer, Sermeq Kujalleq (also known as Jakobshavn Isbrae), and Peter-
mann Gletsjer—draining to the ocean. Compared to Antarctica, Greenland’s glaciers are 
much narrower and extend over a width of a few kilometres at their terminus. Greenland’s 
outlet glaciers typically flow at a speed of hundreds of meters per year—though a record 
velocity of 17 000 m  year−1 was recorded at Sermeq Kujalleq in summer 2012 (Joughin 
et al. 2014b)—discharging about ~ 500 gigatons (Gt) of ice to the ocean ever year (King 
et al. 2020).

Fig. 1  Surface elevation of the a Antarctic and b Greenland Ice Sheets and bathymetry of the Southern 
and Arctic Oceans. Black contours indicate the grounded ice sheet and blue contours indicate ice shelves 
and floating ice tongues boundaries. White contours indicate the division of West Antarctica (WAIS), East 
Antarctica (EAIS) and the Antarctic Peninsula (APIS). Surface elevation, and bathymetry data are from 
the REMA DEM (Howat et al. 2019) and the IBCSO (Arndt et al. 2013) for Antarctica and from the GIMP 
DEM (Howat et al. 2015) and BedMachine v3 (Morlighem et al. 2017) for Greenland
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1.2  Ice Sheets in the Earth’s System

The ice sheets both influence and are influenced by the components of the Earth’s climate 
system through their interactions with their shared atmosphere and oceans. Through inter-
actions with the atmosphere, the ice sheets gain mass through snowfall accumulation and 
lose mass through meltwater runoff from surface melting. In response to oceanic forcing, 
they lose mass at their edges through contact with warm ocean waters and from subma-
rine melting of their floating ice shelves and floating ice tongues. In turn, the ice sheets 
can affect atmospheric circulation patterns through changes in their topography and ocean 
circulation patterns as meltwater that runs off from the ice sheet constitutes an input of 
freshwater to the ocean. In addition to interacting with the climate system, the ice sheets 
also interact with the solid Earth (Whitehouse et al. 2019). When the ice sheets grow or 
shrink, the lithosphere beneath deforms in response to this mass change. This viscoelastic 
response of the solid Earth, or glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), is translated by an uplift 
of the surface when the ice sheets shrink and a subsistence of the surface when they grow. 
This deformation of the solid Earth occurs both over very long time scales—the solid Earth 
is still adjusting to the last deglaciation which began 21,000 years ago (Peltier 2004)—and 
shorter time scales (annual to decadal) due to present day mass changes.

These two-way interactions are also at the origin of feedback effects, which can fur-
ther amplify or dampen signals of imbalance that have been observed in some regions of 
Antarctica and Greenland (Fyke et al. 2018). One such example is the ‘ice-albedo’ feed-
back. The ice sheets, which are covered by snow and ice, have a higher surface reflectivity 
(albedo) than other surfaces and reflect up to 90% of the incoming solar energy back to 
space, keeping the Earth cool. However, as the surface of the ice sheets melts, the darker 
bare ground underneath is exposed, which leads to more solar radiation being absorbed by 
the ground and also results in further melting of the surrounding snow and ice in a posi-
tive feedback loop. This positive feedback loop can be further enhanced by the growth of 
brown-pigmented algae at the surface of the ice sheets, which results in a darkening of the 
surface and further reduction in the bare ice albedo (Stibal et al. 2017). On the other hand, 
for marine ice sheets experiencing a rapid retreat, the bedrock uplift induced by the GIA 
combined with the sea surface height decreases from reduced gravitation pull of the ice 
sheet on ocean waters result in a stabilising effect on grounding line retreat (e.g. Gomez 
et al. 2010; Konrad et al. 2015). This is suspected to be particularly relevant in the Amund-
sen Sea Sector where rapid mass loss has been observed and where the low mantle viscos-
ity results in rapid uplift rates as a response to the mass loss (Barletta et al. 2018). Model-
ling the interactions between West Antarctica mass changes and the solid Earth has shown 
that it could lead to a reduction in Thwaites’ grounding line retreat of 38% in 350 years 
(Larour et al. 2019). There are other examples of feedback mechanisms that would con-
tribute to stabilise or destabilise the ice sheets, and modelling the impact of these feedback 
mechanisms on the future evolution of the ice sheets under different climate warming sce-
narios is an active area of ongoing research.

As we have seen, Greenland and Antarctica are integral parts of the climate system, 
and thus, they are also affected by global warming. Global mean surface temperature is 
currently rising at a rate of 0.2 °C per decade compared to pre-industrial time due to the 
anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere. It is estimated 
that human-induced warming of 1 °C above pre-industrial levels was reached around 2017 
(Masson-Delmotte et al. 2018). However, the level of warming is not uniform across the 
globe and some regions, in particular the Arctic, have experienced a more pronounced 
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level of warming than the rest of the world, with air temperatures increasing at a rate more 
than twice that of the global average (Meredith et al. 2019). In the Southern Hemisphere, 
rapid regional warming has been observed at the Antarctic Peninsula with air temperatures 
increasing at a rate of 0.3 ± 0.2 °C per decade during the period 1979–1997. However, this 
region also exhibits extreme natural internal variability in atmospheric circulation as this 
warming period was followed by a cooling of -0.5 ± 0.3 °C during the period 1999–2014 
(Turner et al. 2016). Water from the Bellingshausen and Amundsen seas, intruding the con-
tinental shelf, has warmed at a rate of 0.1 to 0.3 °C per decade since the 1990s (Schmidtko 
et  al. 2014). The response of the ice sheets to this changing climate is expected to have 
wide impacts on sea level, ocean circulation, and ecosystems.

1.3  Consequences of Ice Sheet Mass Loss

When the ice sheets melt, they directly contribute to rising sea levels: adding 360 gigatons 
of water to the ocean results in an increase in global mean sea level of 1 mm. Between 
1992 and 2017, ice losses from Greenland and Antarctica have contributed 17.8 ± 1.8 mm 
to global mean sea-level rise (Shepherd et al. 2018, 2020). Ice losses from the Greenland 
and Antarctic Ice Sheets now represent about a quarter of the total sea-level budget, con-
tributing 0.66 mm  year−1 and 0.19 mm  year−1 to the rate of sea-level rise (3.1 mm  year−1) 
between 2002 and 2017, respectively (Nerem et  al. 2018). However, while the values 
quoted above refer to global mean sea-level rise, it is important to note that input meltwater 
from the ice sheets to the oceans is redistributed unevenly across the globe due to solid 
Earth deformation coupled with gravitational effects, in a pattern named as ‘sea-level fin-
gerprint’ (Farrell and Clark 1976). When an ice sheet loses ice, it affects the Earth’s gravi-
tational field by pulling away the nearby ocean waters inducing a sea-level fall in the vicin-
ity of the ice sheet and a sea-level uplift towards faraway coastlines (Hsu and Velicogna 
2017). Increase in sea level has direct societal and economic implications. It is estimated 
that about 110 million people are currently living in low elevation coastal areas below the 
high tide line, putting them at risk of coastal inundation. It is projected that even under a 
low carbon emission scenario, a further 80 million would be exposed to coastal flooding if 
sea-level rise by 30 to 80 cm by 2100 (Kulp and Strauss 2019). To inform governmental 
policy and plan effective mitigation measures to protect coastal areas, tracking the contri-
bution of the ice sheets to global mean and local sea-level rise is crucial for stakeholders to 
plan for the future (Shepherd and Nowicki 2017).

The impacts of ice sheets losing mass also have far-reaching impacts on the global cli-
mate system. In addition to contributing to global mean sea-level rise, mass loss from the 
ice sheets constitutes an input of freshwater to the ocean, potentially affecting ocean circu-
lation patterns. In the Northern Hemisphere, meltwater from the Greenland Ice Sheet has 
been linked to the weakening of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) 
(Böning et al. 2016; Caesar et al. 2018). On the other hand, climate simulations of Antarc-
tica’s future ice losses have shown that increased meltwater from Antarctica would lead to 
a warming of the Southern Ocean subsurface, further enhancing melting at the edge of the 
ice sheet (Golledge et al. 2019). Finally, additional meltwater input from the ice sheets is 
predicted to enhance global temperature inter-annual variability up to 50% by 2100, lead-
ing to more frequent extreme weather events (Golledge et al. 2019).
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2  Ice Sheet Mass Balance

Ice sheets gain mass through snowfall accumulation and lose mass through meltwater run-
off caused by surface melting, through ice dynamics processes which result in solid ice 
discharge across the grounding line of the ice sheets—the boundary between the grounded 
and floating ice—and subsequent iceberg calving, and through basal melt at the bed of the 
ice sheets. The sum of these processes is called mass balance. If the mass balance is posi-
tive, the ice sheet is gaining mass and if negative, it is losing mass. The mass balance of 
the ice sheets (MB) is calculated as the difference between the surface mass balance (SMB) 
and the solid ice discharged across the grounding line of the ice sheets (D), and basal mass 
balance (BMB):

2.1  Surface Mass Balance

Surface mass balance (SMB), sometimes referred to as surface mass budget or climatic 
mass balance (Cogley et  al. 2011), describes the balance between ice gain via accumu-
lation of snow on the one hand and ice loss, known as ablation on the other. Ablation 
includes ice loss by sublimation, evaporation melt, and runoff (Lenaerts et al. 2019). Gla-
ciers and ice sheets can only gain ice via surface accumulation; all other mass budget terms 
are negative and include calving and ocean driven melt of outlet glaciers terminating in the 
ocean, as well as basal melting from floating ice shelves and at the base of glaciers (e.g. 
Mankoff et  al. 2021; Mottram et  al. 2019). SMB therefore needs to be strongly positive 
to keep an ice sheet in balance or growing, as it also needs to balance the dynamic part 
of the ice budget. Although all glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets have the same SMB pro-
cesses, the relative importance of different parts of the SMB calculation can vary widely. 
In Antarctica, snowfall is by far the most important term with relatively only very small 
amounts of melt and runoff, apart on ice shelves which can experience significant melt and 
where the formation of large melt ponds is associated with sudden ice shelf collapse and 
subsequent acceleration of their tributaries glaciers (Banwell et al. 2013; De Angelis and 
Skvarca 2003). In Greenland, ablation and melt are much more important and explain a 
larger proportion of the SMB.

The area of a glacier where more snow falls than melts off over the course of an annual 
cycle is called the accumulation zone, and the area where more ice is melted than accumu-
lates by snowfall is the ablation zone. In the accumulation zone, the surface becomes com-
pacted by repeated snow falls and is eventually transformed to glacier ice that flows under 
pressure. In the ablation zone, all the seasonal snow melts off and underlying glacier ice is 
often exposed also to melt. The line between these two, known as the equilibrium line, is 
on closer inspection more like a wide zone. Within this percolation zone, there are patches 
of snow and exposed ice as well as streams and ponds of meltwater. In the upper percola-
tion zone, the annually accumulated seasonal snow melts but does not usually entirely dis-
appear at the end of the melt season. Recently, satellite observations have clearly revealed 
an expansion of the percolation zone as well as meltwater lakes across Greenland as a 
result of increasing melt rates (Leeson et al. 2015).

Accumulation by snowfall varies from light diamond dust snowflakes in drier, colder 
interior regions, where accumulation rates are counted in millimetres per year, to heavy 

(1)MB = SMB − D − BMB
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snowfalls of a few metres per year in typically warmer and wetter coastal regions. Ice 
sheet accumulation is typically episodic, with a few large cyclonic storms accounting 
for the majority of the snowfall at both ice sheets. In some locations, particularly in 
coastal areas, atmospheric rivers may bring several years’ worth of annual snowfall over 
only a few days (e.g. Mattingly et al. 2018; Willen et al. 2021). Ice sheet ablation occurs 
mostly through melt and runoff but in some regions, most notably the vast dry and 
windy interior of Antarctica, sublimation and evaporation are also important processes 
(Agosta et al. 2019). The presence of liquid melt water at the surface can be detected 
from microwave satellite data, but to calculate the amount of melt requires models based 
either on output from regional climate and weather models, or from measurements with 
a weather station. Once melted, liquid water, which may also include rainfall, percolates 
down into deeper levels in the snow pack and, depending on the “cold content” of the 
snow pack, refreezes, forming ice lenses that can in some places coalesce to form large 
ice slabs that may be metres thick and extend over kilometres (Macferrin et al. 2019). 
These lenses and slabs form barriers to further percolation and reduce the capacity of 
the snowpack to absorb further meltwater. If there is a sufficiently thick and warm snow-
pack, liquid meltwater percolating into deeper layers can remain liquid even through the 
winter period, filling the pore space inside the snow layers in a so-called firn aquifer.

SMB is measured directly with repeat measurements at stakes drilled into the ice 
sheet surface (van As et al. 2011) and with the assistance of shallow firn cores in the 
accumulation zone where annual layers can sometimes be discerned (Machguth et  al. 
2016; Medley and Thomas 2019). However, these point measurements are difficult to 
generalise over a wider area without remote sensing techniques such as snow radar or 
lidar altimetry (Koenig et  al. 2016). For this reason, output from climate or weather 
forecast models is often used to estimate SMB and then in combination with discharge 
datasets from satellite observations used to assess the total mass budget of ice sheets 
(e.g. Ettema et al. 2010; Shepherd et al. 2018, 2020). There exist different types of SMB 
models, including positive degree day models, energy balance models, regional climates 
models (RCMs), and general circulation models (Fettweis et al., 20,200). RCMs forced 
by climate reanalyses at their boundaries are most commonly used to estimate the SMB 
component of the mass budget method as they simulate the transfers of energy between 
the atmosphere and the surface at high resolution. Examples of RCMs include HIR-
HAM (Lucas-Pitcher et  al. 2012), MAR (Modèle Atmosphérique Régional, Fettweis 
et al. 2017; Agosta et al. 2019), and RACMO (Regional Atmospheric Climate Model, 
Noël et al. 2018; van Wessem et al. 2018).

However, differences between models can lead to varying estimates of SMB both in 
terms of the relative mass of accumulation compared to ablation and in the geographical 
spread of SMB across an ice sheet (see for example Fettweis et al. 2020 in Greenland; 
Mottram et al. 2021 in Antarctica). These differences, due to different model resolution, 
physics, and dynamical schemes, must be taken into consideration when making com-
bined estimates of ice sheet mass budget as they introduce an extra level of uncertainty 
that also influences ice sheet dynamics in ice sheet models for example. Some models 
are increasingly using assimilation techniques for Earth Observation data, for example, 
satellite derived albedo (e.g. Langen et al. 2017) and melt (Mote 2007) to improve calcu-
lated SMB. As climate changes, there is also increasing evidence that mean temperature 
and precipitation changes alone are not sufficient to explain likely ice sheet evolution as 
atmospheric circulation can have a large influence on both melt and precipitation. Clear 
sunny skies in summer and/or warm moist air masses moving over ice sheets bring large 
amounts of melt energy that can be significant on annual to decadal time scales. High 
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snowfall events associated with cyclonic weather systems and atmospheric rivers can 
also influence SMB longer time periods, especially given the importance of feedbacks 
related to surface albedo and the formation of a thick snow pack that can buffer melt 
rates by refreezing meltwater at depth. This means that for both ice sheets, considering 
regional scale circulation patterns and weather extremes are as important as average cli-
mate when assessing future SMB changes related to climate change.

2.2  Ice Dynamics

Ice sheets flow slowly from their centre towards their margins under their own weight 
with speed ranging from centimetres per year in the interior to kilometres per year in 
some of the fastest outlet glaciers and ice streams. Here we define ice dynamics pro-
cesses as processes that result in a change in ice flow, causing a subsequent change in 
the rate of solid ice being discharged to the ocean. While SMB processes occur across 
the whole ice sheets, solid ice is discharged locally through glaciers and ice streams 
directly to the ocean or to the adjacent floating ice shelves and ice tongues. Ice can be 
discharged from the ice sheets to the ocean via underwater melting and iceberg calving 
of marine terminating glaciers (Joughin et al. 2012).

Thinning of ice shelves and tidewater glaciers’ floating ice tongues due to melting at 
the ice-ocean interface leads to ice flow acceleration near the grounding line (Holland 
et  al. 2008), further inducing thinning of the ice upstream (Shepherd et  al. 2002) and 
grounding line retreat (Park et al. 2013). In Antarctica, this phenomenon is particularly 
important as 75% of Antarctica’s coastline is fringed by ice shelves. Ice shelves play 
a very important role in the dynamic stability of the Antarctic Ice Sheet: by exerting 
back stress (‘buttressing’) to the grounded ice upstream, ice shelves hold back the gla-
ciers and contribute to stabilising their grounding lines and ice flux. When ice shelves 
experience extensive thinning, this can lead to a destabilisation of the grounded ice 
sheet upstream due to a loss in buttressing to the grounded ice sheet (Dupont and Alley 
2005), leading to glaciers sped up and further thinning (Gudmundsson et al. 2019). The 
intrusion of warm subsurface water close to the edge of marine-terminating glaciers 
and beneath ice shelves is dependent on the bed topography (Seroussi et al. 2017), and 
submarine melt rates are highly variable both spatially (Wilson et  al. 2017) and tem-
porally over a range of different time scales from weeks to months (Davis et al. 2018). 
Ice shelves in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen seas have thinned by up to 18% of 
their thickness in 2012 compared to 1994 (Paolo et al. 2015). Cavities under ice shelves 
promoting the circulation of Circumpolar Deep Water (CWD) have been identified as 
a trigger for submarine melting, removing more than 300 m of solid ice beneath Smith 
Glacier between 2002 and 2009 (Khazendar et  al. 2016). Consequently, ice dynamic 
losses are the greatest in the Amundsen Sea Embayment with a 77% increase in ice 
discharge between 1973 and 2013 due to the sped up of Pine Island, Thwaites, Pope, 
Smith, and Kohler glaciers (Mouginot et al. 2014), and ice thinning over these glaciers 
exceeds 3 m  year−1 (Flament and Rémy 2012).

In addition to submarine melting, the polar ice sheets lose mass at the margins of the 
ice shelves and termini of marine glaciers through iceberg calving, releasing chunks 
of ice to the ocean (Enderlin et  al. 2014). Iceberg calving is initiated by the forma-
tion of small cracks on the surface of glaciers and ice shelves, further growing into 
crevasses, a process that can be enhanced through hydro-fracturing of water-filled cre-
vasses or meltwater undercutting (Benn et al. 2007). Major calving events occurred in 
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the Antarctic Peninsula over the Larsen A and B ice shelves, leading to their disintegra-
tion in 1995 and 2002, respectively. These events induced the speed-up and thinning of 
the ice shelves’ tributary glaciers. Following the collapse of the Larsen B ice shelf in 
the Antarctic Peninsula in 2002, glaciers sped up by a factor two to six due to the loss 
of buttressing, leading to accelerated mass losses. This was followed by a rapid thinning 
of these glaciers, with a surface lowering of up to 38 m recorded a year after the ice 
shelf collapse over a period of only 6 months (Scambos et al. 2004). The thinning of the 
glaciers has persisted for many years after the ice shelf collapse and propagated further 
upstream with the 10 m  year−1 thinning contour propagating at a speed of 2 km  year−1 
between 2006 and 2011 (Berthier et al. 2012).

Partitioning ice dynamics losses between their submarine melting and calving com-
ponents reveal that submarine melting of tidewater glaciers’ floating ice tongues and ice 
shelves accounts for about half of Antarctica’s dynamic ice losses (Depoorter et al. 2013) 
and a quarter of Greenland’s dynamic ice losses (Benn et  al. 2017) with calving losses 
accounting for the remainder dynamic losses. Overall, ice losses in Antarctica are mainly 
caused by ice dynamics processes while in Greenland, ice losses are equally split between 
SMB and ice dynamics. However, in recent years, Greenland’s mass loss has been domi-
nated by reduced SMB as surface melt has intensified since the 2000s (Hanna et al. 2020) 
from a change in atmospheric circulation pattern favouring more frequent blocking events 
(Delhasse et al. 2018), leading to increased meltwater runoff. Both ice dynamics and SMB 
processes will remain important drivers of future Greenland’s mass loss with SMB pre-
dicted to decrease—and could even become negative around 2055 in a high-end warming 
scenario, with snowfall accumulation during winter no longer compensating for meltwater 
runoff in summer (Noël et al. 2021)—and marine terminating glaciers predicted to retreat 
further inland, especially in northwest and central west Greenland (Choi et  al. 2021). In 
Antarctica, ice dynamics will continue to dominate ice losses; however, it remains uncer-
tain to which extent SMB will modulate these dynamics ice losses (Seroussi et al. 2020). 
Finally, as the balance between SMB and ice dynamics processes remains uncertain in the 
future, it is important to compare model projections to observations using the four decades 
of mass balance record available from satellite observations. Such comparison demon-
strated the importance of including short-term variability in atmospheric and ocean warm-
ing in model simulations in order to reproduce the observed rates of Greenland and Antarc-
tica mass change (Slater et al. 2020).

2.3  Basal Mass Balance

Basal mass balance refers to ice losses occurring at the base of the ice sheets that can arise 
primarily from geothermal heat flow, from frictional heat through basal shear stress and 
basal motion, and from viscous heat dissipation from the injection of surface meltwater 
to the bed (Young et al. 2022). The geothermal heat flow (GHF) refers to the transfers of 
heat from the Earth’s mantle and crust to the surface (Burton-Johnson et al. 2020) and has 
been estimated by combining the very few temperature profiles available from deep ice-
core drilling sites with a thermal model (e.g. Pattyn 2010), with a global seismic model 
(Shapiro and Ritzwoller 2004), or by using a magnetic field model based on satellite mag-
netic data (Fox-Maule et al. 2005). These models are in good agreement at the ice sheet 
scale, but at the local scale, differences between the two latter models range between 30 
and 140% (Larour et al. 2012). Next, frictional heat is generated when the ice slides over 
its bed and can be estimated through inverse modelling using an ice flow model to invert 
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for observed surface velocities (e.g. Gillet-Chaulet et  al. 2012; Morlighem et  al. 2013). 
Finally, viscous heat dissipation is generated when surface meltwater reaches the bed. The 
amount of surface meltwater susceptible to infiltrate the subglacial system is usually esti-
mated from a regional climate model, and the flow of water at the bed can be modelled 
using a simple routing model with water following the hydraulic potential gradient, itself 
dependent on the bed topography and thickness of the overlying ice (Mankoff and Tulac-
zyk 2017) or by a model that solves explicitly for the flow of water within subglacial con-
duits (e.g. Werder et al. 2013; de Fleurian et al. 2016). Basal melting generates meltwater 
underneath the ice sheets which constitutes a source of mass loss that has been estimated 
to 21.4 ± 4.4 Gt   year−1 in Greenland corresponding to 8% of Greenland’s total mass loss 
(Karlsson et al. 2021) and to 65 Gt  year−1 in Antarctica, corresponding to 3% of Antarc-
tica surface accumulation (Pattyn et al., 2010). Basal mass balance is thus much smaller 
than the other components of the ice sheets mass balance. However, Karlsson et al. (2021) 
found that basal melt increased by 2.9 ± 5.2 Gt during the first decade of the 2000s, sug-
gesting that the contribution of basal melting might increase in a warmer climate. In addi-
tion, the presence of meltwater at the bed lubricates the base of the ice sheets, but can 
also modulate the amplitude of seasonal ice flow (Sundal et al. 2011) and has thus impor-
tant implications for ice dynamics. Finally, subglacial meltwater can enhance melting at 
the grounding line as subglacial water released to the ocean can form a buoyant plume, 
entraining warm and salty ocean water close to the ice front (Jenkins et al. 2011; Le Brocq 
et  al. 2013). While there have been some recent advances in quantifying the basal mass 
balance of the ice sheets, the thermal state of the base of the ice sheets (MacGregor et al. 
2016) and subglacial conditions remain uncertain as there exist very few direct observa-
tions of these processes.

3  Measuring Ice Sheet Mass Balance from Space

Satellite observations have greatly advanced our understanding of the processes responsi-
ble for changes occurring across Antarctica and Greenland, particularly since the launch 
of a new generation of satellites in the 1990s, starting with the launch of ERS-1 (Euro-
pean Remote Sensing) in 1991 capable of mapping the ice sheets up to 82° latitudes. Earth 
Observations have been instrumental in detecting changes in ice sheet flow, thickness, 
mass, or grounding line location. In combination with numerical modelling, the physical 
processes responsible for the changes detected using satellite data can be better understood, 
which in turn can improve simulations of Antarctica’s and Greenland’s past, present, and 
future evolutions. Ice sheet mass balance at the continental scale can now be routinely esti-
mated through three methods based on satellite observations: from observations of ice flow 
velocity combined with estimates of SMB in the mass budget method, or from repeated 
altimetry observations of surface elevation changes, or from observations of gravitational 
attraction fluctuations.

3.1  Mass Budget Method

The mass budget method, also called the ‘input–output’ method, consists of estimating 
the SMB and ice discharge components separately before differencing these two terms to 
derive the total mass balance following Eq. 1. As seen previously, the SMB term is esti-
mated from regional climate models. On the other hand, ice discharge—the flux of solid 
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ice that is transported from the ice sheets to the ocean—is measured using satellite obser-
vations of ice velocity and measurements of ice thickness at the grounding line. Ice dis-
charge thus has to be estimated for every glacier drainage basin that falls within the area 
over which to estimate mass balance. This entails positioning ‘ice flux gates’—virtual lines 
across which the ice is flowing into the ocean.

Identifying grounding line locations is thus critical when measuring ice discharge as 
their locations are used to position the flux gates. Importantly grounding lines determine 
the lateral extent of the ice sheets and are indicators of the stability of the ice sheets. Satel-
lite measurements of the displacement of the floating ice shelves and ice tongues caused 
by ocean tides have been successfully used to identify the junction between grounded and 
floating ice: as the floating ice shelves or ice tongues move with ocean tides, they experi-
ence a vertical cyclic motion synchronous with the rise and fall of ocean tides, unlike the 
grounded ice which is not sensitive to tidal motion (Rignot 1996). Surface displacement 
can be either measured using differential satellite synthetic aperture radar interferometry 
(DInSAR)—in which two radar interferograms of the same area but acquired at different 
times are differenced together to extract surface displacement (Rignot et al. 2011a). Alter-
natively, the grounding line location can be measured using high resolution surface eleva-
tion change data from satellite laser altimetry (Fricker et al. 2009), or from the break in 
slope between the flat ice shelf and the grounded ice sheet identified from satellite radar 
altimetry (Hogg et al. 2018).

Ice velocity is measured inland from the grounding line location using satellite optical 
or radar imagery (Fig. 2). The first satellite measurements of ice velocity were made using 
images acquired by the optical satellite Landsat (Bindschadler and Scambos 1991); however, 
optical imagery can be used only at daylight and in absence of clouds, which means that it 
cannot be used for half of the year when the Polar Regions are plunged in darkness. On the 

Fig. 2  Maps of a Antarctic and b Greenland Ice Sheet ice velocity derived from satellite radar interferom-
etry (InSAR) data. Data from Rignot et al. (2011b) and Joughin et al. (2010)
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other hand, radar sensors, which operate at microwave frequencies and can thus penetrate 
though clouds and provide an all-time monitoring  of the Polar Regions, have been exten-
sively used since the launch of ERS-1 in 1991. Since then, more satellite missions have been 
launched with the launch of ERS-2 (1995), Radarsat-1 (1995), Envisat (2002), ALOS (2006), 
Radarsat-2 (2007), TerraSAR-X (2007), TanDEM-X (2010), ALOS -2 (2014), Sentinel-1A 
(2014), and Sentinel-1B (2016) all carrying a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) instrument. In 
parallel, more optical satellites have also been launched, notably Landsat-7 (1999) and Land-
sat-8 (2013). Ice velocity is measured from sequential images acquired over the same area 
at different times using feature and speckle tracking techniques (Joughin 2002) or using the 
interferometric phase of SAR measurements (Mouginot et al. 2019b). Feature-tracking tech-
niques consist of tracking persistent surface features, such as cracks or crevasses on the surface 
of glaciers and ice shelves, in a series of optical or radar images in order to deduce at what 
speed they are displaced. In the absence of visible features, speckle-tracking techniques have 
been developed for SAR images and are based on tracking the ‘salt and pepper’ or speckle 
patterns in sequential images using image cross-correlation. These two tracking techniques are 
well suited for measuring ice velocity especially in areas of fast ice flow as they have errors 
of the order of a few meters per year which is acceptable in those areas where ice velocity 
is typically hundreds of meters per year. On the other hand, in the interior of the ice sheets, 
where ice velocity is much smaller (typically about tens of centimetres per year), the level of 
precision of tracking techniques is not sufficient. In this case, to achieve a higher precision, the 
interferometric phase acquired by multiple SAR sensors at different look angles can be used 
instead as the precision of the resulting ice velocity fields is 10 times higher than when derived 
using tracking techniques. Applying this technique to the whole interior of the Antarctic Ice 
Sheet is now possible thanks to the multiple SAR sensors operating over the continent, acquir-
ing scenes from ascending and descending tracks and from left and right looking angle tracks 
(Mouginot et al. 2019a, b). However, this is restricted to slow-moving areas as the interfero-
metric phase unwrapping cannot be performed where the terrain is rapidly deforming and the 
signal coherence is thus lost.

Finally, the ice thickness at the grounding line needs to be known to calculate the volume 
of ice that is being discharged to the ocean. Usually measurements of ice thickness close to the 
grounding line are sparse and come from airborne surveys from gravimeters or from ground 
penetrating radars deployed during field campaigns. In addition, high-resolution surface eleva-
tion measurements from satellite altimetry or from DEMs can be used to correct for thickness 
changes over time. Ice discharge datasets for Greenland are available from King et al. (2020), 
Mouginot et al., (2019a, b), and Mankoff et al. (2020) and for Antarctica from Rignot et al. 
(2019).

Beyond estimating mass balance, the mass budget method provides a direct partitioning 
of ice sheet mass changes into SMB and ice dynamics processes, which enables to track the 
origin of the mass loss (or gain) over time. However, comparing two large terms implies that 
even a small relative error in either SMB or discharge can lead to a large relative error in mass 
balance. In particular, estimating ice discharge requires measurements of grounding line loca-
tion, ice velocity, and ice thickness, which are not always available at every glacier or which 
cannot be updated regularly. In particular, ice thickness measurements are quite sparse in both 
space and time. As there are hundreds of glaciers in Antarctica and Greenland, ice discharge is 
usually determined over as many glaciers as possible where good estimates of ice velocity and 
ice thickness are available and extrapolation techniques are used over unobserved glaciers to 
provide a mass balance estimate at the continental scale. More recently, Mankoff et al. (2021) 
have accounted for the basal mass balance in their mass budget estimate for Greenland, which 
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is usually neglected as the magnitude of BMB is much smaller than the SMB and discharge 
terms, but still accounts for an additional mass loss of 24 Gt  year−1 in Greenland.

3.2  Altimetry

Repeated radar or laser altimetry measurements from airborne and spaceborne platforms 
allow us to track changes in ice thickness over time and are therefore a powerful tool for 
studying ice sheet processes. Satellite altimetry has revealed spatial patterns of surface 
elevation change at fine (kilometre scale) spatial resolution across the vast majority of the 
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, showing that thinning is concentrated at the margins 
of the ice sheets (Fig. 3) (e.g. McMillan et al. 2016; Pritchard et al. 2009). Combined with 
a knowledge of the density of snow, firn, and ice, volume change estimates derived from 
satellite altimetry can be converted to mass changes.

Satellite altimeters transmit electromagnetic pulses towards the Earth’s surface and 
record the two-way travel time of the signal (from the satellite to Earth and back to the 
satellite) as well as its magnitude over time. From this return echo or ‘waveform’, the dis-
tance from the satellite to the observed surface (the range) can be precisely measured. The 
success achieved in satellite oceanography altimetry encouraged the application of radar 
altimetry to land ice surfaces, which is complicated by the complex topography of the ice 
sheets. ERS-1 was the first mission with the explicit aim of monitoring the polar ice sheets, 
surveying Greenland and Antarctica up to 81.5° latitudes, which allowed the creation of 
the first complete map of surface elevation change of Antarctica (Wingham et al. 1998). 
Following this, several radar altimeters recording data over the ice sheets were launched 

Fig. 3  Maps of a Antarctic and b Greenland Ice Sheets rates of surface elevation change between 2010 and 
2021 derived from CryoSat-2 satellite radar altimetry. Antarctica elevation change data are from Shepherd 
et al. (2019) and Greenland data from Otosaka et al. (2021)
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including ERS-2 (1995), Envisat (2002), CryoSat-2 (2010), AltiKa (2013), and Sentinel-3 
(2016). CryoSat-2 in particular can map the ice sheets up to 88° latitudes and benefits from 
an interferometric mode, which allows more accurate measurements over the margins of 
the ice sheets. In addition to radar altimeters, laser altimeters have also been launched in 
space with the first spaceborne laser altimeter, ICESat, launched in 2003. The lidar system 
embarked on ICESat consists of three lasers, which had been operated one at a time during 
18 episodic campaigns ranging from 18 to 55 days in duration covering latitudes up to 86° 
N/S and stopped operating in October 2009 after the failure of its last laser (Abshire et al. 
2005). More recently, its follow-on, ICESat-2 was launched in 2018, embarking a photon-
counting laser altimeter operating in the green light, surveying latitudes up to 88° (Markus 
et al. 2017). ICESat-2 overcomes the issues encountered by its predecessor and has been 
successfully used to measure surface elevation changes at fine spatial (Smith et al. 2020) 
and temporal scales (Adusumilli et al. 2021). While both radar and laser altimeters meas-
ure the range, radars are sensitive to the contrast in dielectric properties of the medium 
illuminated while lasers are sensitive to the upper optical surface at the top of the snow 
surface and do not penetrate into the snowpack. However, laser data are more sensitive 
to atmospheric conditions and cannot penetrate through the cloud cover, limiting the data 
acquisition in the presence of thick clouds or blowing snow (Palm et  al. 2011). On the 
other hand, radar altimeters provide measurements in all weather conditions. Other dif-
ferences between radar and laser altimetry relate to different footprints of the instruments. 
Satellite laser altimeters have a much smaller footprint (of the order of tens of meters), 
which results in a finer precision of the range measurement (to the decimal level) than 
that of radar altimeters. Over the ice sheets, the terrain topography is far from homogene-
ous within the satellite radar altimeter’s footprint especially over the margins of the ice 
sheets where fluctuations in surface elevation can reach up to tens of meters over a few 
kilometres. This requires to correct altimetry measurements for this slope-induced error as 
if uncorrected, it can lead to errors of the order of tens of meters. Several geometric correc-
tions have been developed which usually make use of an external digital elevation model to 
relocate the signal to its true location of origin (Otosaka et al. 2019; Roemer et al. 2007). 
A further complication over the ice sheets is the penetration of the radar wave into the 
snowpack. The radar signal can penetrate into the snowpack up to 12 m below the ice sheet 
surface, depending on the physical properties of the snowpack and the frequency of the 
sensor (Rémy et al. 2015). As a consequence, the radar waveform is the sum of a surface 
and volume echo (Ridley and Partington 1988). The surface echo is modulated by the snow 
density and surface roughness while the volume echo is the result of ice grain size and 
internal layering in the snowpack (Rémy et al. 2014). A sudden change in the snowpack 
properties can thus bias the surface elevation retrieved from satellite radar altimeters. This 
issue was illustrated during the Greenland melt event of 2012, following which a thicken-
ing of 0.5 m of the interior of the ice sheet over a period of only 5 months was observed 
from CryoSat-2 (Nilsson et al. 2015). However, this step in elevation change was caused by 
the formation of a refrozen ice layer at the surface of the ice sheet following the melt event 
rather than being an actual elevation change caused by snowfall accumulation. To mitigate 
this effect, different algorithms have been designed to better locate the surface from the 
radar waveforms (Otosaka et al. 2020). Alternatively, this effect can be compensated for by 
separating the surface and volume scattering components of radar echoes to directly esti-
mate the radar penetration depth (Slater et al. 2019).

By repeatedly measuring surface elevation from satellite altimetry, it is possible to esti-
mate temporal changes in surface elevation across the ice sheets. The very first method 
employed to derive surface elevation change of the ice sheet is based on the analysis of 
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differences in elevation at crossover points, where ascending and descending orbits cross 
each other (e.g. Wingham et al. 1998; Zwally et al. 1989). However, restricting the calcula-
tion of surface elevation changes to crossover points does not provide a complete cover-
age of the ice sheets and therefore limits the subsequent derivation of volume change or 
mass balance from crossover points. Instead, the repeat-track (Flament and Rémy 2012) 
and plane-fit methods (McMillan et  al. 2016), which consist of grouping data points on 
their spatial proximity either along segments of satellite tracks, within regular grid cells, 
or within triangular facets were developed (Felikson et  al. 2017). To derive time-series 
of surface elevation change, a least-square model is fitted to the elevation measurements 
that fall within each group of data. These multi-parameters models are dependent on the 
topography of the terrain, time of the measurement, heading of the satellite, and waveform 
parameters (Flament and Rémy 2012; Simonsen and Sorensen 2017).

Altimeters measure the integrated change in surface elevation, which arises from a com-
bination of SMB, ice dynamics processes, and hydrological processes but also includes 
changes in the firn layer thickness and rebound from the solid Earth’s response to past 
and present ice sheet mass changes, which are not associated with a mass change. The 
former results in elevation changes of the order of a few millimetres per year. The vertical 
displacement induced by the GIA can be corrected using uplift rates estimated by a GIA 
model (e.g. Caron et al. 2018; Peltier 2004), and the displacement induced by present-day 
mass changes can be modelled using Green’s functions (Farrell and Clark 1976). Next, 
accumulated snow at the surface of the ice sheet compacts into firn—the intermediate stage 
between snow and glacial ice—thus increasing its density. Snow deposited at the surface 
of the ice sheet has a density of about 315 kg  m−3 (Fausto et al. 2018) and contains a large 
amount of air. As more snow is deposited at the surface, air between firn pore spaces is 
gradually squeezed out under the action of gravity, progressively increasing the density 
of the firn. High values of firn air content are found in areas of high accumulation where 
the firn layer is buried quickly, resulting in a thick firn layer with remaining air bubbles 
while low values of firn air content are found in regions where surface melting is important 
(Ligtenberg et  al. 2014). Densification of the firn results in a decrease in surface eleva-
tion with no associated mass change and thus needs to be accounted for before converting 
the elevation changes measured by altimeters to mass changes. To do so, firn densification 
models (FDM) are used to estimate the volume change associated with firn densification 
processes separately. FDMs are forced at the surface using a regional atmospheric climate 
model and simulate the transfer of mass and energy within the firn column through pro-
cesses of compaction, meltwater percolation, and refreezing and provide estimates of firn 
air content (FAC) and density as a function of time and depth (e.g. Kuipers Munneke et al. 
2015). FDMs are calibrated against in-situ firn cores or airborne radar records of annual 
layering (Simonsen et al. 2013). However, their performance has been assessed by compar-
ing firn height changes to satellite altimetry height changes in areas where SMB and firn 
processes are the main drivers of surface elevation changes and these comparisons have 
shown that there remain significant differences between modelled and observed elevation 
changes (Verjans et al. 2021; Smith et al. 2022). By removing the volume associated with 
FAC change from the total volume change measured by altimeters, the resulting ice volume 
change can then be directly converted to a mass change using the density of ice. Alter-
natively, the conversion of altimetric volume changes to mass changes can be performed 
based on the assumption that volume changes in ice dynamical areas occur at the density of 
ice and elsewhere at the density of snow (Shepherd et al. 2019).
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3.3  Gravimetry

Satellite orbits are primarily controlled by Earth’s gravitational attraction. This allows to 
infer Earth’s gravity field from observations of orbit geometry. While this principle has 
been realised since the early space age, the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment 
(GRACE) mission (Tapley et al. 2019) allowed, for the first time, to determine the global 
gravity field accurately enough to reveal its tiny temporal changes at a resolution of a few 
hundred kilometres.

GRACE operated from 2002 to 2017 and the similar GRACE-Follow-On (GRACE-
FO) mission (Landerer et al. 2020) was launched in 2018. Each mission consists of twin 
satellites that follow each other in a low-altitude, near-polar orbit at a 200 km distance. 
Variations in this distance are measured at sub-micrometre precision by a microwave 
ranging system (complemented by a laser ranging system at GRACE-FO). Additional 
instruments allow the determination of the orbit, the attitude, and non-gravitational 
accelerations. Measurements from GRACE or GRACE-FO (both referred to as GRACE 
in the following) collected over a certain time interval—typically a month—are pro-
cessed by processing centres to determine the global gravity field for this given month. 
Users can then analyse the temporal gravity field variations reflected by a sequence of 
monthly solutions to infer mass variations.

In general, Earth’s gravity field (and its changes in time) cannot be uniquely attrib-
uted to a mass distribution in the Earth system (and its temporal changes, respectively). 
Uniqueness can be enforced by assuming the mass redistribution to occur in a thin layer 
at the Earth surface (Wahr et al. 1998), which is justified for changes of land ice, land 
water, and ocean masses. Hence, by neglecting their radial dimension, mass changes are 
expressed in terms of surface mass density (mass per surface area, in units of kg  m−2) 
or the equivalent height of a water layer (mm water equivalent). Importantly, in order to 
infer on surface mass changes and their attribution to ice mass balance, it is necessary to 
account for mass redistributions in the Earth’s interior due to the glacial isostatic adjust-
ment (GIA). Therefore, GIA is usually corrected for by using results of geophysical 
forward modelling (Shepherd et al. 2018, 2020; Whitehouse 2018). Atmospheric mass 
variation effects as well as effects of ocean dynamics are accounted for already in the 
gravity field determination step (Dobslaw et al. 2017). The spatial resolution at which 
mass changes can be inferred from GRACE without additional information is limited 
to a few hundred kilometres and larger. Indeed, the gravitational pull on the satellites is 
an integrated effect of masses and has vanishing sensitivity to their small-scale spatial 
distribution. As GRACE measurements are not related to discrete locations or pixels, 
no single number can be put on the GRACE resolution capability. GRACE gravity field 
errors depend on the spatial scale, or ‘wavelength’, and increase rapidly with decreasing 
wavelength. The errors also exhibit non-isotropic characteristics (meridional striping) 
and latitude dependence, both related to the orbital sampling geometry (Wouters et al. 
2014).

GRACE gravity field solutions are commonly represented in the spectral domain, 
according to their non-discrete and wavelength-dependent nature. Specifically, a spherical 
harmonic (SH) representation is used to decompose the gravity field into a set of basis 
functions, each being a continuous global pattern associated with a certain spatial wave-
length. The analysis centres of the GRACE/GRACE-FO Science Data System (SDS)—
the University of Texas at Austin Center for Space Research (UTCSR), the Helmholtz 
Centre Potsdam German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ), and the Jet Propulsion 
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Laboratory (JPL)—provide monthly global gravity field solutions (Level-2) that consist of 
SH (Stokes) coefficients ( C

lm
,S

lm
 ) up to degree l and order m, with typical values for l and 

m of 60 or 96 (Bettadpur 2018; Dahle et al. 2019; Yuan 2018). Similar series of monthly 
solutions are provided by other analysis centres, and the quality of some of these alterna-
tive products (such as by Graz University of Technology, Kvas et al. 2019) is competitive 
to the SDS products (Ditmar 2022). Moreover, the Combination Service for Time-variable 
Gravity Fields (COST-G; Jäggi et  al 2020) generates consolidated monthly gravity field 
solutions by combining solutions of different analysis centres using variance component 
estimation.

Users analyse such series of GRACE monthly solutions in order to determine mass 
changes within a discrete region of interest (such as an ice sheet or one of its drainage 
basins). Different methods have been developed for this analysis. Overall, the task is to 
find a compromise between retaining spatial resolution (hence retaining small-wavelength 
components) and reducing noise (which is large at small wavelengths). The noise in the 
GRACE gravity field solutions has a non-isotropic correlation structure, which manifests 
itself as north–south striping (Wouters et al. 2014). Reduction in this noise is commonly 
done by filtering and smoothing approaches ranging from isotropic Gaussian filtering 
(Wahr et  al. 1998), empirical non-isotropic de-striping filters (Swenson and Wahr 2006) 
to filters that mimic a regularisation in the gravity field estimation process (Kusche et al. 
2009). Such filtering, in turn, decreases the spatial resolution. The limitations in spatial 
resolution lead to so-called leakage errors (Swenson and Wahr 2002; Horwath et al. 2009; 
Velicogna and Wahr 2013). As a visual impression of leakage from maps of filtered surface 
mass densities, mass changes originally located inside the region ‘leak out’ into adjacent 
regions while, conversely, mass changes from outside the region ‘leak in’ into the region.

Methods to determine mass changes from GRACE SH solutions have been often dis-
tinguished as belonging to the direct approach or to the inverse approach (e.g. Döhne et al. 
2023). By the direct approach (or regional integration approach), surface mass density 
changes inferred from gravity field changes are integrated over the region of interest. The 
procedure usually involves filtering and other amendments of the satellite gravimetry input 
fields and of the weight function used in the integration. The inverse approach (or forward-
modelling approach, or mascon—mass concentration—approach) prescribes a set of prede-
fined mass change patterns and determines their amplitudes to fit the observed gravity field 
changes. Döhne et al. (2023) elaborate on a framework to characterise and compare meth-
ods from both approaches, and they recall that leakage effects arise with both approaches.

An alternative to using SH gravity field solutions consists in mascon solutions provided 
by some analysis centres, such as CSR (Save et al. 2016), JPL (Watkins et al. 2015), and 
the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) (Luthcke et al. 2013; Loomis et al. 2019a). These 
mascon solutions directly determine mass redistributions from the GRACE inter-satellite 
ranging data without using a gravity field solution as an intermediate product. The mas-
con solutions are represented as mass changes of discretely delineated patches. These mas-
con solutions result from specific processing choices made for resolving the integrative 
information present in the GRACE measurements. Hence, users do not need to make such 
choices, but at the same time, they have no control on these choices.

An overview over some recent GRACE-based ice sheet mass change estimates and ref-
erences to different methodologies applied are given by Otosaka et al. (2023). Time-series 
of GRACE ice sheet mass change estimates (Fig. 4c) do not only show significant long-
term trends, but, owing to their monthly resolution, they also resolve seasonal variations 
(prominent in Greenland) and distinct inter-annual features (such as effects of extreme 
Greenland summer melting in 2012, or of excess snow accumulation in East Antarctica in 
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2009 and 2011), which agree with results of SMB modelling (Velicogna et al. 2020; Willen 
et al. 2021) and satellite altimetry (Horwath et al. 2012; Schröder et al. 2019). On the other 
hand, the gridded representation of mass changes illustrates the effective resolution on the 

Fig. 4  Maps of a Antarctic and b Greenland Ice Sheets rates of mass change between 2010 and 2021 (the 
same period as used in Fig. 3) derived from GRACE and GRACE-FO satellite gravimetry. c Cumulative 
mass change time series of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, the Antarctic Pen-
insula, and the Greenland Ice Sheet. One-sigma uncertainties (shaded) grow over time due to systematic 
uncertainties of the long-term trends, while the noise level and quality of the monthly values remain similar 
over the entire period. Data from Groh and Horwath 2021 and Döhne et al. 2023
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order of 300 km (Figs. 4a and b). The grids provide a smoothed (or filtered) representation 
of the true mass-change patterns.

Uncertainties in GRACE ice mass change estimates arise from different sources (Hor-
wath and Dietrich 2009; Velicogna and Wahr 2013). First, errors on the monthly grav-
ity field solutions propagate into the final mass change estimates, with larger gravity 
field uncertainties for small-wavelength components. In addition, a limited sensitivity of 
GRACE applies to largest spatial scales. Namely, GRACE is insensitive to shifts of the 
centre of gravity of the Earth, dominated by the water masses redistributed at the Earth 
surface. GRACE also has reduced sensitivity to the dynamic flattening component. These 
largest scale components (referred to as SH degrees 1 and 2) are usually determined by 
combinations of GRACE results, model assumptions, and satellite laser ranging (Loomis 
et al. 2019b; Sun et al. 2016). As a second error category, leakage errors arise from the 
limited spatial capability of satellite gravity measurements. Mass changes occurring out-
side a target basin (or a pixel) affect the mass change estimate for that target basin (or pixel, 
respectively). Likewise, mass changes inside the target basin (or pixel) may be underrep-
resented or overrepresented in the estimate. Without any a priori constraints on the mass 
change patterns, such leakage errors cannot be completely avoided. As a third uncertainty 
category, corrections for signals superimposed to ice mass changes come with their errors, 
with the GIA uncertainty being particularly important (Shepherd et al. 2018, 2020).

Altogether, the uncertainty of the mean trend for the Antarctic Ice Sheet as a whole has 
been assessed on the order of ± 40 Gt  year−1 (Barletta et al. 2013; Groh and Horwath 2021; 
Shepherd et al. 2018), about 40% of the actual signal. This uncertainty is dominated by the 
GIA uncertainty, manifested by a large spread between alternative GIA models. Uncer-
tainties in the SH degrees 1 and 2 components are also important. For single Antarctic 
drainage basins, such as Pine Island Glacier basin, leakage may become the dominant error 
source (Groh and Horwath 2021), which reflects the limited separability of adjacent basins. 
For the Greenland Ice Sheet as a whole, uncertainties associated with GIA, low-degree 
components, and leakage (such as associated with peripheral glaciers) are all important 
yet smaller than for the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Barletta et  al. 2013; Shepherd et  al. 2020). 
They add up to an assessed uncertainty of multi-year trends on the order of ± 20 Gt  year−1. 
For individual Greenland drainage basins, again, leakage becomes a dominant error source 
(Groh et al. 2019).

In summary, satellite gravimetry realised by GRACE and GRACE-FO at monthly reso-
lution is unique for its direct sensitivity to mass changes and for the integrative nature of 
the information it provides. These characteristics are pros and cons at the same time. The 
separation of different signals, either superimposed vertically or proximate geographically, 
requires additional assumptions, modelling results, or observations. Combining GRACE 
with such complementary information is a promising way to downscale the GRACE infor-
mation (Forsberg et al. 2017; Sasgen et al. 2019; Kappelsberger et al. 2021) or to separate 
ice mass changes from GIA (Engels et al. 2018; Willen et al. 2020, 2022; Scheinert et al. 
2023). Future gravity mission projects (Haagmans et al. 2020) bear the perspective on con-
tinuity of satellite gravimetry at even better accuracy and spatial resolution as an essential 
component in ice sheet mass balance assessments.

3.4  Strengths and Limitations of Different Mass Balance Estimation Techniques

The three techniques described above have all contributed to advancing our understanding 
of the physical processes leading to ice sheet mass loss and gain and have established our 
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capability to monitor ice sheet mass balance from space. However, each technique has its 
own strengths and limitations.

The mass budget method provides the longest record of ice sheet mass changes thanks to 
the archive of optical images acquired by Landsat in the 1970s and 1980s. Another advan-
tage of the mass budget method is that it provides estimates of ice discharge and SMB 
separately within individual glacier drainage basins, which can be used to investigate the 
influence of ocean- and atmosphere-driven processes on rates of mass change. In addition, 
a recent improvement in the mass budget method is the inclusion of the basal mass balance 
component (Mankoff et  al. 2021). However, there are unique challenges associated with 
estimating those three components. First, observations of surface velocities, although avail-
able before the 1990s, are limited in their coverage of the ice sheets, and therefore, extrapo-
lation of ice discharge measured from a few glacier basins to provide an ice sheet scale 
mass balance estimate is required. An important limitation in computing ice discharge is 
the limited availability of ice thickness measurements all around the coast of Greenland 
and Antarctica. Second, SMB estimates are extracted from a regional climate model, but 
model inter-comparisons have shown that while there is a good agreement in total SMB 
values, there are significant differences in individual SMB components. For instance, in 
Greenland, there is a standard deviation of 20.7 Gt   year−1 between the three commonly 
used RCMs (HIRHAM, MAR, and RACMO), but standard deviations of 30.6 Gt   year−1 
and 108  Gt   year−1 for the snowfall and runoff components, respectively (Fettweis et  al. 
2020). Similarly in Antarctica, a model inter-comparison found a standard deviation of 
49.4  Gt   year−1 between the three RCMs, and standard deviations of 71.3  Gt   year−1 and 
31.3  Gt   year−1 for the precipitation and sublimation components, respectively (Mottram 
et  al. 2021). Finally, only one Greenland mass budget estimate so far has accounted for 
basal mass balance (Mankoff et al. 2021). This is a challenge as there are no direct observa-
tions of basal melt rates and both the thermal state of the bed and subglacial conditions are 
poorly constrained. Avenues for further research to improve estimates of melting under-
neath Antarctica and Greenland include investigating the temporal evolution of basal melt 
rates throughout the satellite record and in a warming future. While a recent refinement in 
mass budget estimates is the improvement in their temporal resolution, with most estimates 
of ice discharge now provided at monthly resolution (e.g. King et al. 2018; Mankoff et al. 
2021), the spatial resolution of mass budget estimates remains at the glacier basin scale.

In comparison, altimetry estimates are provided at both fine spatial and temporal resolu-
tion, resolving the pattern of elevation changes across Greenland and Antarctica at a resolu-
tion of a few kilometres over monthly epochs, which has proved critical for both detecting 
local glaciological changes, but also for initiating ice sheet models. While altimetry pro-
vides a record of elevation and mass changes since the 1990s, CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2 in 
particular allow for more precise retrievals of surface height changes even in the ice sheet 
margins, where most of the mass loss occurs. Current limitations include the conversion of 
volume changes to mass changes as this requires knowledge of the density of the medium 
lost (or gained), which in theory can range from the density of snow (350 kg  m−3) to the 
density of ice (917 kg  m−3). To address this challenge, firn compaction models to correct 
for FAC (e.g. Smith et al. 2020) or to separate elevation changes into changes driven by 
accumulation and ice dynamics occurring at the densities of snow and ice, respectively 
(Shepherd et  al. 2019), have been used. However, a comparison of FAC extracted from 
HIRHAM, MAR, and RACMO has shown that despite an overall agreement within 12% of 
FAC observations from firn cores, this agreement varies regionally and is model-dependent 
(Vandecrux et al. 2019). Finally, another limitation pertaining to radar altimetry measure-
ments is the potential impact of temporal and spatial variations in radar penetration into 
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the snowpack on surface height measurements. Some post-processing strategies based on 
retracking and analyses of time-series of waveform parameters have been devised, but this 
could be further addressed through comparisons of CryoSat-2 radar altimetry and ICE-
Sat-2 laser altimetry data.

Lastly, gravimetric mass balance estimates are available since the launch of GRACE in 
2002. Compared to the other techniques, gravimetry has the advantage of directly measur-
ing mass changes, but these measurements also include the redistribution of mass due to 
the GIA, which needs to be removed with the aid of a model. A comparison of GIA models 
found a spread of GIA corrections of 20 Gt  year−1 in Greenland (Shepherd et al. 2020) and 
a range of corrections between 12 Gt  year−1 and 81 Gt  year−1 depending on the model used 
in Antarctica (Shepherd et al. 2018). The choice of model used thus has a large impact on 
the final mass balance estimate. Similar to the other techniques, gravimetry also measures 
ice sheet mass changes at high temporal resolution (monthly), but its spatial resolution is 
coarser (~ 300 km), which renders difficult the separation of mass change signals emerg-
ing from the ice sheets and their peripheral glaciers and ice caps, or between neighbouring 
glacier basins.

Comparing and aggregating ice sheet mass balance estimates from these different tech-
niques lead to greater certainty (Shepherd et al. 2012). Comparisons of ice sheet mass bal-
ance estimates have found a good level of agreement between the three independent tech-
niques, with a standard deviation of 19 Gt  year−1 and 79 Gt  year−1 between estimates of 
Greenland and Antarctica mass balance, respectively, during their overlap period (Otosaka 
et al. 2023). The larger spread of estimates in Antarctica originates from East Antarctica 
where the mass balance signal is small compared to fluctuations in SMB in this region, 
but the agreement between techniques is high in both West Antarctica and the Antarctic 
Peninsula, with standard deviations of 18 Gt  year−1 and 16 Gt  year−1, respectively. More 
recently, new approaches to combine these techniques together and take advantage of 
their respective strengths have been developed. These approaches include using a machine 
learning approach to calibrate radar and laser altimetry records to convert radar volume 
changes to mass changes (Simonsen et al. 2021), using satellite altimetry to improve the 
spatial resolution of the gravimetry record (Forsberg et al. 2017; Sasgen et al. 2019; Kap-
pelsberger et al. 2021), or using the ice discharge component from the mass budget method 
to validate the partitioning of altimetry and gravimetry mass trends into their SMB and ice 
dynamics components (e.g. Diener et al. 2021).

4  Ice Sheet Mass Changes During the Satellite Era

As we have seen in the previous section, satellite techniques have been developed and 
used to study how glaciers around Antarctica and Greenland are evolving over time. Pine 
Island Glacier in West Antarctica is the largest contributor to Antarctica’s ice losses, los-
ing 58 Gt  year−1 in 2017 (Rignot et al. 2019) and has shown strong decadal variations in 
its flow, thickness, and grounding line location. Satellite radar interferometry observations 
have revealed that between 1992 and 2011, Pine Island grounding line retreated by 31 km 
(Rignot et  al. 2014). Pine Island Glacier sped up until 2009, with ice velocity reaching 
peaks of 4000 m  year−1 (Joughin et al. 2016) and thinning rates exceeding 5 m  year−1 in 
the central trunk of the glacier close to the grounding line in 2009 (Konrad et al. 2017), 
after which the grounding line has stabilised (Mouginot et al. 2014). Since then, thinning 
in the fast-flowing trunk of the glacier has reduced by a factor three and the highest rates 
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of thinning are now instead found in areas of slow flow beyond the shear margins (Bamber 
and Dawson 2020). Variations in the flow of Pine Island Glacier are thought to be driven by 
thinning of its ice shelf due to ocean melting (e.g. Christianson et al. 2016; Dutrieux et al. 
2014) and calving processes (De Rydt et al. 2021), leading to a reduction in ice shelf but-
tressing. Furthermore, satellite imagery has revealed the existence of crevasses and open 
fractures in the ice shelf shear zones during the past decade—first initiated in 1999 and 
rapidly expanding since 2016. The damage development over Pine Island has progressively 
weakened the ice shelf, enhancing ice shelf disintegration and promoting further grounding 
line retreat (Lhermitte et al. 2020). In Greenland, satellite imagery has shown that marine 
terminating glaciers from all sectors of the ice sheet have experienced pronounced retreat 
during the past decades, with this retreat likely starting in the 1990s and accelerating since 
then (Howat and Eddy 2011). Sermeq Kujalleq (formerly known as Jakobshavn Isbrae) is 
the largest contributor to sea-level rise from the Greenland Ice Sheet, accounting for 6.6% 
of the ice sheet total ice losses between 1972 and 2018 (Mouginot et al. 2019a). Sermeq 
Kujalleq has experienced sustained retreat and thinning for two decades before recently 
advancing and thickening again. Intrusion of warm water from the Irminger Sea in its fjord 
in 1997 likely triggered the breakup of its floating ice tongue (Holland et al. 2008) and sub-
sequent speedup (Joughin et al. 2008) observed until 2016, when Sermeq Kujalleq started 
re-advancing and thickening due to cooling of the ocean temperatures in Disko Bay (Kha-
zendar et al. 2019).

As shown so far, satellite observations are key to detect and interpret changes in Green-
land and Antarctica’s glaciers. In addition, it is now possible to track changes in ice sheet 
mass balance over time at the continental scale using either the mass budget method, sat-
ellite altimetry, or satellite gravimetry. Combining mass balance estimates derived from 
these three independent techniques has revealed that the Greenland and Antarctic Ice 
Sheets have collectively lost 7.6 ± 0.7 trillion tonnes of ice between 1992 and 2020 (Oto-
saka et al. 2023) (Fig. 5).

This satellite record shows that ice losses from the Antarctic Ice Sheet have accelerated 
during the past decades, rising from 70 ± 40 Gt  year−1 between 1992 and 1996 to 115 ± 55 
Gt  year−1 between 2017 and 2020 (Otosaka et al. 2023). Unlike in Greenland—where ice 

Fig. 5  Time-series of Antarctica and Greenland cumulative mass change derived from a combination of sat-
ellite gravimetry, satellite altimetry, and mass budget estimates. Data from Otosaka et al. (2023)
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losses are equally split between ice dynamics and surface processes—most of Antarcti-
ca’s ice losses are driven by submarine melting and iceberg calving, which lead to gla-
cier speedup (Rignot et al. 2019). 86% of Antarctica’s total ice losses originate from West 
Antarctica, with the rapid retreat and thinning of Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers due 
to ocean melting (Rignot et al. 2014; Shepherd et al. 2002), and almost a quarter of West 
Antarctica is now estimated to be in a state of dynamic imbalance (Shepherd et al. 2019). 
Ice losses at the Antarctic Peninsula increased by 25 Gt  year−1 over the 1992–2017 period 
following the collapse of the Larsen B Ice Shelf (Rignot et al. 2004). On the other hand, 
East Antarctica has remained close to a state of balance at 3 ± 15 Gt  year−1 between 1992 
and 2020 (Otosaka et al. 2023).

Before the 1990s, the Greenland Ice Sheet was close to a state of balance with mass gain 
from snowfall accumulation balancing out mass losses from meltwater runoff and solid ice 
discharge into the oceans (Mouginot et al. 2019a). Since then, ice losses have accelerated 
due to increased ice flow of marine terminating glaciers and increased meltwater runoff, 
rising from 35 ± 29 Gt   year−1 in the 1990s to 257 ± 42 between 2017 and 2020 (Otosaka 
et al. 2023) leading to widespread thinning at the ice sheet margins (McMillan et al. 2016). 
Ice losses from reduced SMB and increased solid ice discharge to the oceans contributed 
equally to total ice losses over the period 1992–2018. However, this partitioning of Green-
land’s mass loss has changed over time. In the early 2000s, ice discharge rose sharply pri-
marily driven by the acceleration of outlet glaciers in northwest and southeast Greenland 
(Moon et al. 2012). However, after 2009 the main driver of Greenland’s ice losses was the 
decrease in SMB, which accounted for 84% of the increase in mass loss, due to increased 
surface meltwater runoff (Enderlin et al. 2014).

5  Projections of Future Ice Sheet Mass Changes and Sea‑Level Rise

As underlined so far, satellite observations over the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets 
revealed their rapid and complex response to a warming climate. In addition, the consider-
able improvements in the availability and abundance of observations of ice sheet changes 
have resulted in an improved understanding of the key physical processes behind those 
changes and supported new refinements of ice sheet models (Goelzer et al. 2017; Pattyn 
et al. 2017). Community benchmark experiments, such as ISMIP-HOM (Pattyn et al. 2008) 
or the series of Marine Ice Sheet Model Inter-comparison Projects (MISMIPs) (Asay-Davis 
et al. 2016; Pattyn et al. 2012), have substantially advanced ice sheet modelling capabili-
ties. Developments in recent years range from improved ice flow representation, to novel 
methods for discretisation of model domain or capabilities for ice margin and grounding 
line migration. These improvements are fundamental for capturing the motion of fast-
flowing outlet glacier, ice streams and ice shelves. In parallel, efforts to improve the repre-
sentation of interactions of the ice sheets with their surrounding climate have been made 
through the coupling of dynamical ice sheet models and climate models and the develop-
ment of novel methods for representing ice sheet–atmosphere interactions and for ice sheet 
ocean parameterisations (Fyke et al. 2018; Nowicki and Seroussi 2018).

The recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Sixth Assessment Report 
(AR6) incorporates those recent progress and makes use for the first time of projections from 
model inter-comparison projects (MIP) such as the Ice Sheet MIP for the sixth Coupled 
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) (ISMIP6, Nowicki et al. 2020, 2016) and the Linear 
Antarctic Response MIP (LARMIP2) (Levermann et al. 2020), instead of relying on single 
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model studies. In addition, it also uses emulators—statistical models based on Gaussian pro-
cess regression linking model input and output parameters—to generate probability distribu-
tions of output parameters at untried inputs, in a way that is faster and less computationally 
intensive than running a very large number of complex model simulations. This allows us to 
sample a broader range of possible future climate and ice sheet modelling uncertainties than 
simulated with ice sheet MIPs (Edwards et al. 2021). However, the Greenland and Antarctic 
Ice Sheets still remain one of the most uncertain contributors to future sea levels (Fox-Kemper 
et al. 2021). For the Greenland Ice Sheet, the IPCC AR6 projected contribution to global mean 
sea-level rise until 2100 ranges from 0.01 to 0.1 m under a low emission scenario (SSP1-2.6) 
to 0.09–0.18 m under a high emission scenario (SSP5-8.5). On the other hand, the Antarctic 
Ice Sheet will likely contribute between 0.03 and 0.27 m under a low emissions scenario and 
0.03–0.34 m under a high emission scenario by 2100 based on the IPCC AR6 projections. 
Beyond 2100, the two ice sheets will continue to lose mass, with greater contribution to global 
mean sea level projected under high emission scenarios than low emission scenarios.

The future evolution of the two ice sheets depends heavily on their local conditions and 
how a warming climate translates into changing atmospheric and oceanic conditions. In 
a warmer world, surface melt due to a warmer atmosphere will dominate ice loss from the 
Greenland Ice Sheet (Edwards et al. 2021; Goelzer et al. 2020; Payne et al. 2021). In contrast, 
warmer atmospheric conditions over Antarctica may result in increased snowfall resulting in 
a mass gain which could counter the mass loss triggered by warmer oceans (Seroussi et al. 
2020; Payne et al. 2021; Edwards et al. 2021). Projections of polar climate, however, remain 
challenging, resulting in a spread of projected regional atmospheric and oceanic conditions 
(Barthel et al. 2020; Jourdain et al. 2020; Nowicki et al. 2020). Nonetheless, ice sheet model 
projections indicate that West Antarctica will continue to be vulnerable in a warmer world, 
in particular from the action of warmer oceans (Edwards et al. 2021; Levermann et al. 2020; 
Payne et al. 2021; Seroussi et al. 2020), such that dynamic losses driven by ocean warming 
and ice shelf disintegration will likely dominate Antarctica’s future evolution.

Although ice sheets grow as a result of snowfall accumulation over thousands of years, 
ice sheets can lose mass rapidly once instabilities have been triggered. Ice sheets are also 
suspected to be vulnerable to positive feedback effects—marine ice sheet instability (MISI) 
and marine ice-cliff instability (MICI)—that would lead to a rapid acceleration in mass loss 
and irreversible retreat of the ice sheets in case of prolonged atmospheric and oceanic warm-
ing. However, the vulnerability of the ice sheets to these positive feedback effects remains 
unclear. MISI is associated with grounding line retreat on a retrograde bed slope, a mechanism 
that would reinforce itself as ice thickness increases inland thus increasing the ice flux as the 
grounding line retreats further (Ritz et al. 2015). Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers basins in 
West Antarctica are suspected to already be undergoing this process (Joughin et al. 2014a). 
On the other hand, MICI is associated with a collapse of tall ice cliffs (~ 90 m) triggered by 
ice-shelf collapse, inducing a rapid and sustain retreat of the ice sheet (DeConto and Pollard 
2016). While it would lead to a nonlinear response of the ice sheets and a more extreme sea-
level rise contribution, it has not been observed previously and may not be needed to repro-
duce past variations in sea-level rise (Edwards et al. 2019). The IPCC AR6 recognised this 
potential for higher than projected sea-level rise on century timescale with a ‘low confidence’ 
or ‘low probability’ scenario characterised by deep uncertainty. This scenario includes, for 
example, the possibility that currently poorly understood processes leading to ice shelf dis-
integration or breakup could trigger these dynamical instability mechanisms in Antarctica or 
could result in faster than projected changes in the surface melt of Greenland (Fox-Kemper 
et al. 2021). Thus, sea-level contribution in the range of 0.09 to 0.59 m for Greenland and 0.02 
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to 0.56 m for Antarctica by 2100 cannot be excluded. By 2300, deep uncertainty in Antarc-
tica’s future could result in 13.54 m of sea level rise due to MICI.

6  Conclusions and Outlook

While the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets were thought to be changing very slowly at 
the scale of millennia before the 1990s, advances in Earth Observations and ice sheet mod-
elling have shown that the ice sheets are actually subject to rapid changes. This was high-
lighted with the sudden break-up and disintegration of Larsen B ice shelf in the Antarctic 
Peninsula in 2002 which occurred over the course of several months only. Recently, the 
Greenland Ice Sheet has also been experiencing rapid changes with several extreme surface 
melt events occurring in the past decade, with the most recent one in summer 2019, which 
led to a new record ice loss. The ice sheets are now losing mass six times faster than in the 
1990s based on the three-decade long satellite record.

Satellite observations are key to ensure a continuous monitoring of these remote regions 
and new satellite missions as well as progress in the techniques used to extract and inter-
pret information from satellite data have revolutionised the way we look at the ice sheets. 
Measuring ice sheet mass balance from space can now be done routinely using geodetic 
observations of ice velocity, changes in their volume, or gravitational attraction and inde-
pendent estimates of ice sheet mass balance derived from the mass budget method, altim-
etry, and gravimetry have been shown to be in good agreement, which leads to a greater 
confidence in estimates of ice sheet mass balance and in their contribution to global mean 
sea level. This is critical as the ice sheets are predicted to become the largest contributor to 
global mean sea-level rise. However, large uncertainties remain regarding their projected 
contributions to future sea-level rise. In particular, Antarctica’s future evolution remains 
uncertain as mechanisms of dynamic instabilities may arise. Despite having a low prob-
ability, these instability mechanisms could lead to the rapid retreat and potential loss of 
large parts of West Antarctica and thus constitute a high risk for coastal communities.

To support the monitoring of the ice sheets, new satellite missions have been launched—
GRACE-FO and ICESat-2 in 2018—and are planned for the future, including the Coper-
nicus Polar Ice and Snow Topography Altimeter (CRISTAL) mission which will embark a 
dual-frequency radar altimeter and the NASA-ISRO (Indian Space Research Organisation) 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR) mission which will be equipped with a dual-frequency 
SAR instrument. In parallel, new methods and processing schemes to exploit the very large 
amount of satellite data collected during the past three decades also need to be developed 
to further our understanding of the processes at play in Greenland and Antarctica. Ensuring 
the continuity of this invaluable satellite record is key to observe changes occurring across 
the ice sheets as well as to predict their future evolutions.

Finally, we outline a set of priorities to further improve ice sheet mass balance esti-
mates. First, related to the collection of new measurements to support the calculation of 
mass balance, it is critical to ensure the continuity of the satellite altimetry record beyond 
CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2. In addition, it is highly important to remedy the lack of ice 
thickness measurements in the margins of the ice sheets that currently limit our ability 
to accurately measure ice discharge by coordinating dedicated airborne campaigns. Sec-
ond, further reconciling the mass budget method, altimetry, and gravimetry estimates and 
exploring the remaining biases between these independent techniques will lead to further 
confidence in our ability to measure changes in the ice sheets, especially in East Antarctica, 
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where the spread of estimates is high. This can only be achieved by continuing efforts of 
recent model inter-comparisons of SMB, GIA, and firn compaction models and developing 
more robust uncertainty characterisation of mass balance estimates. Third, a focus on using 
this long record of ice sheet mass change to investigate teleconnections with other parts 
of the climate system and to develop early warning systems of tipping points should be a 
scientific priority. Last, working closely with the modelling community to ensure that ice 
sheet mass balance estimates produced by the remote sensing community can effectively 
be used for calibrating projections of future sea-level rise is essential.
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